“Your example is more
powerful than your
teaching.”
- Dr. J.R. Faulkner

Bad examples are contagious,
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1. A system of records in any
Sunday School is an absolute
must!
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2. Every teacher should at least
begin with an up-to-date roll
book. - A teacher that does not
keep accurate records does not
plan to do their best.
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Follow-up & Discipleship
Determining Strengths
Avoiding Weaknesses
Setting & Reaching of Goals
Accountability & Responsibility
Your Prayer List

Accountability
1. A report form is an
effective tool in improving the
quality of the Sunday School.
2. Accountability assures
responsibility.
3. Accountability is
necessary to maintain the
integrity of any organization.
4. Accountability helps to
achieve higher standards.
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Points of accountability
Attendance - class,
meetings, or practices.
Punctuality - Being ready to
start on-time is an
indication of well-managed
time.
Preparation - Last minute
preparation shows low
regard for responsibility.
Participation - Attitude &
involvement indicates
interest.
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